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“As its own name says, [Justice At Work] creates justice – confronting injustice that in many cases one tends to ignore, and that is exactly
what we must not allow to happen. Supporting this organization, we make it stronger, and through [Justice At Work] we [workers] get what
belongs to us.”
- Percy, Justice At Work client and member of the Global Injured Worker Committee
	
  

	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  

Greetings Supporters!
We at Justice At Work are busy providing
workplace-related legal services to community based
worker centers and their members in order to support
and encourage low-wage immigrant worker
organizing. Today, as part of our Small Claims Project
to combat wage theft, we received a check on behalf
of a worker referred by the Brazilian Immigrant Center
(BIC) who had a month's wages stolen from him. The
employer convinced him to work for no pay by
promising payment upon completion of the project.
The last day of work came and went and the worker
never got paid. When the worker filed a claim, the
employer pretended not to know him. The wages will
go towards feeding, clothing, and housing his children.
This is one of many victories accomplished
through the collaboration of Justice At Work with local
worker centers in response to wage theft, workplace
accidents, and discrimination, and it is a concrete
reminder of why we do this work (see reverse for
statistics).
	
  
As 2013 comes to a close, Justice At Work 	
  

continues to provide legal support for an immigrant
worker-led movement demanding respect and dignity in
the workplace. In a world marked by instability and
injustice due to gross disparities in economic
opportunities and wealth, Justice At Work has deepened
its efforts with worker organizations poised to counter
this reality.
This fall, we held two successful friend/fundraiser events: a house party (thanks to our gracious
hosts Paul Holtzman and Carol Steiker) and our 2nd
Annual Salsa For Justice (see below for details). It has
been an exciting time of growth as more supporters and
volunteers have joined
us, and we have just
begun the process to hire
a second staff
member. Thank you for
your interest and
continued support of our
work.
	
  
BIC and J@W at
Sincerely,
Brighton District Court.
Thomas

Successful 2nd Annual Salsa For Justice!
On October 17, 2013, over 225 supporters of Justice At Work came to Havana
Club at the Greek American Political Club in Central Square, Cambridge to
celebrate our 2nd Annual Salsa For Justice. Thanks to the generosity of local
restaurants, including Izzy’s and Casa Romero, and a team of volunteers, the
evening started out with delicious food. Noche Latina kicked off the
entertainment with a salsa class, which was followed by dance performances
by Salsa Y Control, Luciano Forrozeiro,
and Noche Latina. DJ Guanaquito 83 kept the
crowd moving, and the climax of the night was
live band Franky Rodriguez Y Su Homenaje a la
Salsa. Thanks to our hosts, entertainers, sponsors, volunteers, and attendees,
more than 225 people attended (100 more than last year), and we were able to
	
   meet our fundraising goal of raising $6,000. For a small organization with an
annual budget of under $150,000 this money will have a large impact!	
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Justice for Injured Workers
Members of Justice At Work’s worker center partners are especially vulnerable to unsafe working conditions. A recent
study of the construction industry by the Center for Popular Democracy found that Latino and other workers of color
account for 74% of fatalities from workplace falls even though they represent only 34% of the workforce.
Justice At Work has now served 57 workers who suffered an injury at the
workplace. Most of these workers didn’t know their rights or how to access them,
so Justice At Work has worked with a network of attorneys to ensure the workers’
rights are realized. Meanwhile, Justice At Work collaborates with Elvis Mendez,
coordinator of the Immigrant Worker Center Collaborative, and Jonny Arevalo,
organizer at the Massachusetts Coalition for Occupational Safety and Health, to
engage the workers in an injured worker committee. The committee allows
workers to receive education, support each other in navigating the medical and
legal systems, and identify potential policy and legal reforms.
To date, Justice At Work has helped 23 workers (other claims are pending) obtain
$700,000 in compensation for workplace accidents.	
  

	
  

Casework – A Look at the Numbers:
February 2011 to December 2013

General Services
Over 300 workers referred by
worker centers and counseled
(advice, referral with on-going
liaison, or direct representation)
by J@W.
Over $1.2 million obtained on
behalf of low-wage immigrant
workers and their families.
124 workers with recovery.
Average recovery: $9,900
For every $1 given by donors and
foundations, over $5.20 has been
obtained on behalf of low-wage
workers and their families.	
  

Health and Safety Cases
	
  57 workers served (mostly
advice and referral with ongoing liaison) in workplace
accidents and unsafe work
conditions
$700,000 recovered on
behalf of injured workers.
Average recovery: $30,400

Small Claims Project
7 trainings (in English, Spanish
and Portuguese) for worker
center staff, workers, and law
students.	
  
Filed in 16 district courts in
Eastern MA.
69 claims with monetary
recovery. (42 claims pending).
Over $180,000 of stolen wages
recovered on behalf of
workers. (Average
recovery: $3,200)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Staff and Board Members
Thomas Smith,
Executive Director
Ingrid Nava,
Board President
Cyndi Mark,
Board Treasurer
Omar Angel Perez,
Board Member
Rachel Rosenbloom,
Board Secretary

	
  

	
  

Ana and Guadalupe, members of the
Global Injured Worker Committee

Thank you to all of our volunteers
and sponsors!
Without you, this wouldn’t be
possible!
Volunteers
Elizabeth Barrera Yepez, Ray Burke, Percy
Cabrejos, Joseph Antoine Castrol del Rio,
Kate Cielinski, Mahmoud El-Youssef,
Agnieszka Ilnicka, An Le, Filberto Lopez,
Carlos Lorant, Andrew MacDonald,
Jonathan Miles, Ania Nowaczyk, Valeriea
Pereira, Erika Peraz, Lucimara Rodrigues,
Nora Saint-Martin, Elizabeth Taufa, Sergiu
Voicila
Sponsors
Fair Work PC
Keches Law Group PC
Kantrovitz & Kantrovitz PC
Lichten & Liss-Riordan PC
Pierce, Pierce & Napolitano PC
Pyle Rome Ehrenberg PC
Segal Roitman PC
Sheff Law Offices

Justice At Work provides legal resources to a network of worker
centers while training workers and organizers on their workplace
rights and the mechanisms needed to realize them.
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